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To the discerning font philanthropist, 

I tweeted the Comic Neue website to a handful of 
followers on Monday the 7th of April 2014. In 24 hours 
it was trending worldwide on Twitter. In a few days it was 
featured in news publications around the world, sparking 
a global conversation about everyone’s casual font 
choices.

The font wasn’t finished though, and thanks to you and 
180 other backers Comic Neue now supports German, 
French, Spanish, and 38 other languages. Technical 
details such as anchoring, metrics, and kerning have 
been refined by The MicroFoundry. 

Thanks to you Comic Neue is a brilliant success, and this 
booklet is my way of saying thank you. We did it! Now 
let’s start using Comic Neue.

All the best,

Craig Rozynski 
www.comicneue.com

We saved 
Comic Sans

Languages 
See ISO 8859-15 

and ISO 8859-2 on 
Wikipedia for the 

full list of supported 
languages. 
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Traffic 
Half a million people 

visited the website the 
week it launched.



Neue 
Comic
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Neue is pronounced noiyah and is the German word 
for new. Neue Helvetica acted as a reference point 
during the creation of this font, and as a nod to that 

I chose the name Comic Neue over Comic New. In the 
spirit of the font’s easy going nature, and with full respect 
to to the German language, I’m happy for my creation to 
be pronounced Comic new or Comic noiyah depending on 
your preference.

Serious note   
Comic Sans walked 

into a bar. “We don’t 
serve your type” said 

the barman.

Comic Neue Light

The quick brown fox  
jumps over the lazy dog

Comic Neue Regular

The quick brown fox  
jumps over the lazy dog

Comic Neue Bold

The quick brown fox  
jumps over the lazy dog

Comic Neue Light Italic

The quick brown fox  
jumps over the lazy dog

Comic Neue Regular Italic

The quick brown fox  
jumps over the lazy dog

Comic Neue Bold Italic

The quick brown fox 
jumps over the lazy dog
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Neue 
Comic 
Angular 
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Terminal is the term that describes the ends of 
letters. For example the top and bottom of the 
lowercase letter l. The Angular version of Comic 

Neue loses the rounded terminals in favour of straight, 
angular ones. It was a happy accident during the creation 
of the font, and at large display sizes is possibly the more 
attractive of the two. 

Time.com 
It’s casual. It’s free. 

And nobody will 
reflexively make fun of 

you for using it.

Comic Neue Angular Light

The quick brown fox  
jumps over the lazy dog

Comic Neue Angular Regular

The quick brown fox  
jumps over the lazy dog

Comic Neue Angular Bold

The quick brown fox  
jumps over the lazy dog

Comic Neue Angular Light Oblique

The quick brown fox  
jumps over the lazy dog

Comic Neue Angular Regular Oblique

The quick brown fox  
jumps over the lazy dog

Comic Neue Angular Bold Oblique

The quick brown fox  
jumps over the lazy dog
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a b c d e f g h i j k

a b c d e f g h i j k
l m n o p q r s t u v

l m n o p q r s t u v
w x y z A B C D E F G

w x y z A B C D E F G
H I J K L M N O P Q R

H I J K L M N O P Q R
S T U V W X Y Z zero one two

S T U V W X Y Z 0 1 2
three four five six seven eight nine aacute agrave acircumflex adieresis

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 á à â ä
atilde aring abreve aogonek cacute ccaron ccedilla dcaron dcroat eacute egrave

ã å ă ą ć č ç ď đ é è
ecircumflex ecaron edieresis eogonek iacute igrave icircumflex idieresis lacute lcaron lslash

ê ě ë ę í ì î ï ĺ ľ ł
nacute ncaron ntilde oacute ograve ocircumflex otilde odieresis ohungarumlaut racute rcaron

ń ň ñ ó ò ô õ ö ő ŕ ř
sacute scaron scedilla tcaron uni0163 uacute ugrave ucircumflex uring uhungarumlaut udieresis

ś š ş ť ţ ú ù û ů ű ü
yacute ydieresis zacute zcaron zdotaccent Aacute Agrave Acircumflex Adieresis Aogonek Atilde

ý ÿ ź ž ż Á À Â Ä Ą Ã
Aring Abreve Cacute Ccaron Ccedilla Dcaron Dcroat Eacute Egrave Ecircumflex Ecaron

Å Ă Ć Č Ç Ď Đ É È Ê Ě
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Eogonek Iacute Igrave Icircumflex Idieresis Lacute Lcaron Lslash Nacute Ncaron Ntilde

Ę Í Ì Î Ï Ĺ Ľ Ł Ń Ň Ñ
Oacute Ograve Ocircumflex Otilde Odieresis Ohungarumlaut Racute Rcaron Sacute Scaron Scedilla

Ó Ò Ô Õ Ö Ő Ŕ Ř Ś Š Ş
Tcaron uni0162 Uacute Ugrave Ucircumflex Udieresis Uring Uhungarumlaut Yacute Zacute Zcaron

Ť Ţ Ú Ù Û Ü Ů Ű Ý Ź Ž
Zdotaccent ae oe oslash eth thorn AE OE Oslash Eth Thorn

Ż æ œ ø ð þ Æ Œ Ø Ð Þ
germandbls acute grave asciicircumflex caron breve dotaccent dieresis ogonek cedilla hungarumlaut

ß ´ ` ^ ˇ ˘ ˙ ¨ ˛ ¸ ˝
macron ordfeminine ordmasculine onesuper twosuper threesuper ampersand exclamation questionmark exclaimdown questiondown

¯ ª º ¹ ² ³ & ! ? ¡ ¿
quotesingle quotedbl quotedblleft quotedblright quoteleft quoteright period ellipsis periodcentered comma colon

' " “ ” ‘ ’ . … · , :
semicolon endash emdash underscore cent dollar sterling euro yen percent hash

; – — _ ¢ $ £ € ¥ % #
at asterisk plus minus multiply divide plusminus equal less greater guilsinglleft

@ * + - × ÷ ± = < > ‹
guilsinglright guillemotleft guillemotright logicalnot braceleft bar braceright bracketleft backslash bracketright parenleft

› « » ¬ { | } [ \ ] (
parenright bullet degree currency asciitilde copyright registered trademark section paragraph mu

) • ° ¤ ~ © ® ™ § ¶ µ
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I
n the world of typography, there are few 
fonts more maligned than Comic Sans. It’s 
a typeface that looks like no other; it was 
initially designed by Microsoft employee 
Vincent Connare in 1994 for a cartoon dog’s 

speech bubbles as part of a small program aimed 
at teaching children how to use computers. Good 
intentions, but horrible luck: a product manager 
took that font and added it as a standard typeface 
in Microsoft Windows, and it’s been hated viciously 
ever since (making that his legacy, rather than his 
other creations, Trebuchet and Magpie).

Today, with clean lines and minimalism increasingly 
the norm, Comic Sans is an ugly artifact of a time 
when dial-up screeched and hissed and Netscape 
was king. It has become an easy punchline (even 
the stone-faced no-nonsense scientists at CERN, 
creators of the large hadron collider, joked on 
April Fool’s Day that they would write memos in 

Comic Sans) inspired cutting satire (a piece by 
McSweeney’s remains one of its most popular 
reads) and has even found itself the target of an 
eradication campaign. (“By banding together to 
eradicate this font from the face of the earth we 
strive to ensure that future generations will be 
liberated from this epidemic and never suffer this 
scourge that is the plague of our time,” says the 
Ban Comic Sans campaign.)

But none of that stopped Australian-born graphic 
designer Craig Rozynski from deciding to rescue the 
irredeemable font, creating Comic Neue, described 
as a more sophisticated fix to Comic Sans–a 
decision so daring that it found itself trending on 
Twitter this week.

We spoke to the 35-year-old Rozynski in Kobe, 
Japan, where he’s been living with his wife since 2010.
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The man who 
wants to fix  
Comic Sans
It’s a punchline and an unsightly relic. 
Why did one man decide he could redeem 
Comic Sans?

This article was written by Adrian Lee and originally published on www.macleans.com (http://bit.ly/1r5g2EL) on 11 April 2014.

How familiar were you with Comic Sans’s horrible 
reputation? That was how the idea came about. It 
was an opportunity. I think most graphic designers 
toy with the idea of creating a typeface in their 
career, but it’s not something you take on lightly 
because it’s a hell of a lot of work. I thought, I’ll 
spend a month or two on it. But I just started 
taking it more seriously the more I worked on it, 
and three years later, it turned into this.

What kind of work goes into creating a font? 
It’s a lot of detailed, monotonous work. Comic Neue 
doesn’t support a lot of European languages at 
the moment, it doesn’t have the extra characters 
to do that. Comic Neue has about 100 characters, 
whereas Helvetica has 300 or 400. And then there’s 
different weights—bold, italic. So you can imagine 
the thousands of individual characters that teams of 
people work on to complete a font.

What is it about Comic Sans that strikes a nerve? 
There’s just some anomaly with Comic Sans, isn’t 
there? It’s part of the pop culture vernacular, and 
it has been for the last 20 years. There’s just a 
little bit of magic there that makes it something we 
talk about. It’s the font that people love to hate, 
and that’s why I set out to save it. One of the most 
surprising things has been that 99 per cent of 
feedback has been totally positive. On the Internet 
you don’t really expect that. 

What were the specific problems with Comic Sans 
that you sought to fix? When you’re critiquing 
anything, you can be subjective or objective 
about it. So subjectively, personally, I don’t like 
Comic Sans because it doesn’t suit my style. But 
objectively, with Comic Sans, there are just some 
fundamentally bad things about it. It just wasn’t 
well done. And I think Vincent Connare himself (the 
creator of Comic Sans) has said that he drew it 
up quickly, for a certain purpose at Windows, for 
speech bubbles for a throwaway little application 
that was going to be part of Windows. I think 
all designers can relate to that when you look 
back at the work you made at the beginning of 
your careers. You cringe, because it’s terrible in 
comparison, and you’re glad no one can see it 
anymore. In the case of poor Vincent, his little 
throwaway creation is still being paraded about 20 
years later and you’ve got to feel for the guy.

Did you reach out to Vincent Connare after you 
released the font? I sent a link to Vincent on 
Twitter and I said, “could you look at it and give me 
any feedback, whether it’s good or bad,” and he said, 
“it should be more casual.” That made me laugh, as 
the criticism has come full-circle now; he’s returning 
the criticism to me.

Were you worried you’d offend Connare when you 
reached out? It certainly wasn’t the intention, and 
I’ve noticed on Twitter–I mean, he probably gets it 
all the time–but I might’ve fanned the flames there. 
I have no animosity toward Vincent, I certainly 
sympathize with him. He seems to take the criticism 
in his stride.

And now that you’ve got a Comic Sans-inspired font 
out, you open yourself up to similar criticism, don’t 
you? The main criticism has been from actual type 
designers. I’m not a type designer. I’m a graphic 
designer, and it’s a very different skill. I’ve received 
feedback that as it stands in its free version it’s 
perfectly fine, but right now I’d like to be picked up 
by an online library like Google’s Font Library, so 
that people can easily add the font to their websites 
or projects. I’m considering crowd-funding it on 
Kickstarter. There’s been 400,000 unique hits on 
the website so far this week, so this could take the 
font to something more serious. The overwhelming 
feedback has been, “we want this.” France, Spain, 
Germany, people from around the world have been 
tweeting to me, “please create the extra characters 
to support our language.” It’s bizarre, really.

Are you worried you yourself will cringe at your old 
work? I’m sure I will. In fact, to tell the truth, I 
cringe at it already, because it’s fine as a free font, 
but most graphic designers are perfectionists by 
nature, and I look at it now thinking that it could’ve 
been better. That said, I would’ve been working on 
it for another three years, so sometimes it’s better 
to let it go.

As long as it’s not a millstone around your neck for 
the rest of your career, right? That’s exactly right. 
And to tell the truth, this probably will be the thing 
I’m known for. Will I ever be able to match this? I 
don’t really think so. But hopefully I am known for a 
few more. 
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Passionate Contributors

Contributors
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“I love Comic Neue because it will still have 
the appeal of Comic Sans for less formal 
uses but it also looks far snappier without 

losing its intrinsic casual style. I supported 
the development of the font because I think 

Comic Neue has the potential to go global as 
the favoured font of the masses and I want 

to be part of that!” 
Wendy Reid

”With Comic Sans vilified as the ultimate 
typographic cliché, Comic Neue brings a 

refreshing and elegant hope for those in need 
of a child-friendly yet tasteful font. I hope 

this soothing typeface will make its way into 
the world of education!” 

Daniel Hu

“Comic Neue is a casual font that is safe 
to use in business. Let’s call it the business 

casual font.” 
Marc Kociemba 
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This project was successful thanks to 
the following amazing individuals
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“I simply set out to fix the weirdness. I still wanted 

it to be a casual typeface. I still wanted it to be 
Comic Sans, but a version you couldn’t easily fault. 

Make people question their assumptions.”



Comic Neue “But... it’s just a font”


